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ABSTRACT7

Regional droughts are common in North America, but pan-continental droughts extending8

across multiple regions, including 2012, are rare relative to single region events. We use the9

tree-ring derived North American Drought Atlas to investigate drought variability in four10

regions over the last millennium, focusing on pan-continental droughts. During the Medieval11

Climate Anomaly (MCA), the Central Plains (CP), Southwest (SW), and Southeast (SE)12

experienced drier conditions and increased occurrence of droughts and the Northwest (NW)13

witnessed several extended pluvials. Enhanced MCA aridity in the SW and CP manifested as14

multi-decadal megadroughts. Notably, megadroughts in these regions differed in their timing15

and persistence, suggesting that they represent regional events influenced by local dynamics,16

rather than a unified, continental-scale phenomenon. There is no trend in pan-continental17

drought occurrence, defined as temporally synchronous droughts in three or more regions.18

SW+CP+SE droughts are the most common, occurring in 12% of all years and peaking19

in prevalence during the 12th and 13th centuries; patterns involving three other regions20

occur in about 8% of years. Positive values of the Southern Oscillation Index (La Niña21

conditions) are linked to SW+CP+SE and SW+CP+NW droughts, while CP+NW+SE22

droughts are associated with positive values of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and Atlantic23

Multidecadal Oscillation. While relatively rare, pan-continental droughts are present in the24

paleo-record and are linked to defined modes of climate variability, implying the potential for25

seasonal predictability. Assuming stable drought teleconnections, these events will remain26

an important feature of future North American hydroclimate, possibly increasing in their27

severity in step with other expected hydroclimate responses to increased greenhouse gas28

forcing.29
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1. Introduction30

During the summer of 2012, over half of the continental United States (US) experienced31

moderate to severe drought conditions, with the core of the drought area extending across32

Mexico and the desert Southwest, the Central Plains, and the Southeastern US (Figure 1).33

At it’s peak in July, the drought covered 61.8% of the contiguous US (NCDC 2013a), exceed-34

ing the 99th percentile of drought covered area observed during the full period of observation35

(1895-present). Notably, the area of the US classified by the National Climatic Data Center36

(NCDC) as “moderately to extremely dry” exceeded the July 2012 area in only eight other37

months during the instrumental record1: April–October 1934 and December 1939, all during38

the Dust Bowl drought of the 1930s.39

Drought is a common and recurrent feature of North American climate (e.g., Cook et al.40

2007; McCabe et al. 2004; Nigam et al. 2011; Schubert et al. 2004b,a; Seager et al. 2005), but41

pan-continental droughts like the drought of 2012 are rare relative to single region events.42

Despite their rarity, however, these events present significant management challenges because43

they range across broad regions and communities with different water resource constraints44

(e.g., irrigation from rivers versus groundwater), ecosystems (e.g., forests, grasslands), and45

crops. The spatially extensive nature of pan-continental droughts also makes understand-46

ing their dynamics difficult. By definition, they encompass geographically broad regions of47

North America with often widely different climates, seasonalities, and climate mode tele-48

connections. Droughts in the Southwest, for example, are typically caused by winter and49

early spring precipitation deficits forced by cold sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies50

in the eastern tropical Pacific (e.g., Herweijer et al. 2006; Hoerling et al. 2009; Schubert51

et al. 2009; Seager et al. 2005). The Northwest has similarly strong, but opposite sign, Pa-52

cific SST teleconnections, resulting in hydroclimate anomalies that are often out of phase53

with the Southwest (McCabe et al. 2004, 2008; Steinman et al. 2012). The Central Plains54

1NOAA, National Climatic Data Center, http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/cmb/sotc/drought/

2012/13/uspctarea-wetdry-mod.txt
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region, while still influenced to some degree by the Pacific (Schubert et al. 2004b,a), is on55

the northern edge of the Pacific SST teleconnection, and droughts in this area are driven56

primarily by spring and summer precipitation reductions often linked to warm Atlantic SSTs57

(e.g., Kushnir et al. 2010; Nigam et al. 2011). Much like the Central Plains, droughts in58

the Southeastern US also respond to Atlantic and Pacific SST variations (Mo and Schemm59

2008; Pederson et al. 2012; Seager et al. 2009).60

Proxy reconstructions of drought allow studies of drought variability over much longer61

timescales than are available from the limited observational record. Improved sampling and62

characterization of multi-decadal hydroclimate variability is therefore possible, including the63

occurrence of rare and extreme events such as pan-continental droughts. Additionally, paleo64

perspectives provide glimpses into different hydrological mean states such as the often dis-65

cussed megadroughts of the Medieval era, periods of persistent (decadal and longer) drought66

that have few comparable analogues during the last 500 years (Cook et al. 2004, 2007, 2010;67

Gray et al. 2011; Herweijer et al. 2007; Meko et al. 2007; Routson et al. 2011; Stahle et al.68

2007; Stine 1994; Woodhouse and Overpeck 1998; Woodhouse et al. 2010). Herein, we use69

a tree-ring derived, spatially explicit, proxy reconstruction of North American hydroclimate70

variability to investigate the occurrence and forcing of pan-continental droughts over the last71

millennium. We focus our analyses on three principal research questions 1) How often have72

pan-continental droughts occurred over the last one thousand years? 2) How variable is the73

occurrence of pan-continental droughts, and are certain spatial patterns more prevalent than74

others? and 3) How strongly can the occurrence of these pan-continental droughts be linked75

to known teleconnections and modes of SST forcing?76
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2. Methods and Data77

a. The North American Drought Atlas78

We use an updated version of the North American Drought Atlas (NADA) (Cook et al. 1999,79

2004), a tree-ring reconstruction of summer season (June-July-August; JJA) Palmer Drought80

Severity Index (PDSI; Palmer 1965). PDSI is a locally normalized index of drought, reflecting81

the balance between moisture supply (precipitation) and demand (evapotranspiration as a82

function of temperature). Positive values of PDSI indicate wetter than normal conditions83

and negative values indicate drier than normal conditions. Because PDSI has a memory84

timescale of 12–18 months (Guttman 1998; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010), values during the85

summer season will reflect temperature and precipitation anomalies from throughout the86

year (e.g., St. George et al. 2010). The employed version of the NADA has improved areal87

coverage and spatial resolution (0.5o), allowing for more precise regional characterizations88

of drought variability. To achieve this, the tree-ring network used for reconstruction was89

increased by over 1,000 tree-ring chronologies, many of which were several hundred to over a90

thousand years long. In every case, the tree-ring chronologies were detrended using methods91

that explicitly preserved centennial or longer timescale variability due to climate. The success92

in doing this is evident in Cook et al. (2010), where two centennial duration megadroughts93

in California, discovered by Stine (1994) using totally independent methods, were captured94

with great fidelity. The point-by-point method of PDSI reconstruction, which uses a search95

radius of 450 kilometers, also guarantees that there is little overlap in the tree-ring data used96

to reconstruct gridded drought in the four selected regions analyzed here (Figure 2), thus97

making their comparisons with forcings at both high and low frequencies largely independent.98

While data from the NADA is available for the past 2000 years, we restrict our analyses to99

1000–2005 CE to ensure consistent spatial and temporal coverage over our regions of interest.100

For the purposes of some temporal comparisons, we split the data into two eras: the Medieval101

Climate Anomaly (MCA; 1000–1500 CE) and the Little Ice Age/Modern era (LIA/MOD;102
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1501–2005 CE). The years bounding these two periods are loosely defined in the literature,103

and global analyses generally define the terminus of the MCA as some time during the 13th
104

or 14th centuries (e.g., Graham et al. 2011; Mann et al. 2009). In North America, however,105

the megadroughts were the defining characteristic of Medieval climate, and many of these106

events extended well into the 15th century. We therefore define the MCA in our analysis as107

1000–1500 CE, and the LIA/MOD period as 1501–2005 CE.108

b. Climate Indices109

To diagnose possible causes of pan-continental droughts in the NADA, we use three climate110

indices representative of the major SST modes linked to North American droughts. The111

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) (Ropelewski and Jones 1987; Trenberth and Hoar 1996) is112

defined as the normalized difference in sea level pressure between the island of Tahiti and113

the city of Darwin in Australia, reflecting variations in the state of the El Niño Southern-114

Oscillation (ENSO) system. Positive values indicate La Niña conditions, typically associated115

with drought in the Southwest, Southern Plains, and the Southeast. We use the version pro-116

vided by the Climate Prediction Center of the National Weather Service, available monthly117

from 1882–present. As a test for how sensitive our results were to our choice of ENSO118

indicator (the SOI), we repeated all teleconnection analyses with the NINO 3.4 index, an119

SST based indicator of ENSO variability. Analyses with the NINO 3.4 index yielded nearly120

identical results to our analyses based on the SOI. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)121

(Mantua et al. 1997; Mantua and Hare 2002) is defined as the leading principal component122

of monthly SST variability poleward of 20oN in the North Pacific ocean. Positive phases of123

the PDO are generally linked to drought in the Northwest and wet conditions in the South-124

west (McCabe et al. 2004, 2008). The degree to which the PDO is separable and distinct125

from ENSO is poorly understood, and there is some evidence that it may be simply a low-126

frequency, extra-tropical expression of ENSO (McCabe et al. 2008; Newman et al. 2003).127

While the physical mechanisms involved are therefore not fully elucidated, the impacts of128
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the PDO on drought variability in North America are nevertheless well established (e.g.,129

McCabe and Dettinger 2002; McCabe et al. 2004, 2008). We use the version provided by130

the Joint Institute for Study of the Atmosphere and Oceans (University of Washington),131

available monthly from 1900–present. The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) index132

is calculated as Atlantic SSTs averaged over 0o–60oN and 0o–80oW minus the global rise in133

SSTs averaged over 60oS-60oN so that it represents internal variability independent of any134

long-term greenhouse gas forced trend (after Trenberth and Shea 2006). Positive values of135

the AMO, indicative of warm Atlantic SSTs, are typically associated with dry conditions in136

the Central and Southern Plains and the Southeast (Kushnir et al. 2010; McCabe et al. 2004,137

2008; Nigam et al. 2011). This version of the AMO index is calculated using the NOAA138

Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature data (version 3b), available monthly from139

1854–present (Smith and Reynolds 2003).140

c. Analysis141

Within the coterminous United States, hydroclimatic variability is a recurrent, robust fea-142

ture of the regional climate in four primary regions: the Southwest (SW; Hoerling et al. 2009;143

Woodhouse et al. 2010), the Northwest (NW; Nelson et al. 2011; Steinman et al. 2012), the144

Central Plains (CP; Hoerling et al. 2009; Schubert et al. 2004b,a), and the Southeast (SE;145

Pederson et al. 2012; Seager et al. 2009). For the subsequent analyses of pan-continental146

drought, we spatially average the NADA over these four regions to derive regional time147

series of PDSI (1000–2005 CE). Regional boundaries were chosen to maximize statistical148

independence between the PDSI time series, while still encompassing the major areas of149

drought variability: SW, 125oW–105oW, 32oN–40oN; CP, 102oW–92oW, 34oN–46oN; NW,150

125oW–110oW, 42oN–50oN; and SE, 92oW–75oW, 30oN–39oN. We do not expect these four151

regions to be completely independent because of various processes that govern the spatial152

expression of drought, including topography, regional circulation, and various teleconnec-153

tion modes. The correlation maps (Spearmans rank, ρ) between these regional average time154
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series and PDSI at each grid point in the NADA (Figure 2) nevertheless strongly indicate155

that positive correlations are concentrated within the bounding boxes of the defined regions156

(indicated by the black dashed boxes) and decay rapidly outside of them. These time series157

therefore can be interpreted as reasonably distinct and separable regions of drought vari-158

ability, appropriate for our analysis. Droughts are characterized to have occurred in the159

regional mean time series when PDSI falls to a value of -0.5 or lower in any individual year160

(a value of -0.5 being considered an incipient drought2). We used a modest threshold of -0.5161

rather than a more extreme value (e.g., -1.0) to ensure adequate sampling of events over the162

last millennium and during the overlapping period with the teleconnection indices. A PDSI163

threshold of -0.5, for example, yields 124 SW+CP+SE pan-continental drought events over164

the last thousand years, while a threshold of -1.0 yields only 47. During the instrumental165

period (1850–2005), a shift from -0.5 to -1.0 changes the number of events from 23 to 5,166

drastically reducing our ability to sample the climate indices. With these considerations in167

mind, and given that NOAA refers to PDSI values of -0.5 as an incipient drought, we feel a168

PDSI value of -0.5 is a statistically reasonable and physically defensible threshold. We define169

a pan-continental drought as any instance when any three (SW+CP+SE, SW+CP+NW,170

SW+NW+SE, CP+NW+SE) or all four (SW+CP+NW+SE) of our defined regions simulta-171

neously have PDSI values of -0.5 or lower in the same year. By this definition, the four-region172

droughts will overlap with and also be counted as three-region droughts. While it would be173

possible to exclude the four-region events from the three-region drought counts, we have174

chosen to allow this overlap to maximize the sampling of these relatively rare events. This175

sampling is especially important for the teleconnection analysis, which is limited to the ob-176

servational period.177

For both the single region and pan-continental droughts, we analyze temporal changes in178

the drought occurrence and average aridity in the NADA, and use the observational climate179

indices (SOI, PDO, AMO) to establish possible forcing mechanisms. We correlate (Spear-180

2Defined here http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/usclimdivs/data/
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man’s rank, ρ) the dynamic indices against each NADA grid point during their periods181

of overlap, focusing on the main seasons of influence associated with each climate mode:182

December-January-February (DJF) and March-April-May (MAM) for the SOI and PDO;183

MAM and JJA for the AMO. Because the PDO and AMO represent low-frequency modes of184

variability (decadal and longer), the PDSI and climate indices are smoothed with a 10-year185

LOWESS filter before conducting theses correlations.186

It is possible that pan-continental droughts do not arise primarily from large scale forcing187

that organizes anomalies over large spatial scales (e.g., the AMO), but rather through the188

random superposition of drought events occurring independently in the four regions. To189

test this, we conduct a 5000-member ensemble resampling of each of the regional PDSI time190

series. In each ensemble member, we randomize the phase information of the regional PDSI191

time series (using the method of Ebisuzaki 1997), generating new series in each region with192

identical lengths and power spectra, but different relative phasing of their spectral com-193

ponents. Any dependencies across regions are therefore removed and each new time series194

can be interpreted as an independent random draw from an underlying parent population195

defined by the autocorrelation structure of the original regional time series. We calculate the196

percentage occurrence of pan-continental droughts from these synthetic series, and then cal-197

culate the 95th percentile of occurrences across the entire ensemble. If the observed percent198

occurrence of pan-continental droughts in the NADA exceeds this 95th percentile threshold,199

we reject the null hypothesis that pan-continental droughts arise randomly from independent200

variability in each region.201

To determine the significance of the drought teleconnections (SOI, PDO, and AMO),202

composite averages are computed for those climate index values associated with the single203

region and pan-continental droughts. A 5000-member ensemble resampling of the climate204

indices is then performed to generate 90th and 95th percentile confidence limits. For example,205

during the full overlapping time period between the SOI data and the NADA (1882–2005),206

there are 41 years that qualify as SW droughts (Table 1). An average of the SOI values for207
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these 41 years gives a composite SOI anomaly associated with these events. We then draw 41208

random years from the SOI time series and average them, repeating this process 5000 times.209

If the original composited SOI anomaly exceeds the 90th or 95th percentile thresholds of the210

ensemble resampling, the drought-teleconnection association is characterized as marginally211

or fully significant, respectively.212

3. Results213

a. Single Region Drought Comparisons214

The CP and SW are the prime epicenters for North American megadroughts, and long-215

term droughts during the MCA in these regions can be clearly seen in the regional time216

series (Figure 3a,b). Megadrought activity in the SW and CP peaks during the exception-217

ally dry 12th, 13th, and 15thcenturies. Notably, megadroughts across these two regions are218

not completely synchronous in time, and droughts in the CP have much longer persistence219

timescales than in the SW. This suggests that the megadroughts do not represent a sin-220

gle, unified phenomenon dominating western hydroclimate during the MCA. Rather, they221

behave as regionally distinct phenomena governed primarily by particular teleconnections222

and local land surface feedbacks, possibly with some longer-timescale forcing making them223

more likely to occur during the MCA than during the more recent LIA/MOD period. Both224

regions transition to wetter mean conditions in more recent centuries.225

Megadroughts are generally absent in the PDSI anomalies for the NW (Figure 3c). Multi-226

decadal pluvials are instead apparent from ca. 1090-1120 CE, 1260-1350 CE, and 1440-1475227

CE. There is additionally little change in NW drought variability across the transition from228

the MCA to the LIA/MOD. In the SE (Figure 3d), inter-annual drought variability is muted229

compared to the SW and CP, and conditions are dry (in a regionally normalized sense) up230

to the middle of the 19th century, at which point a wetting trend to the present day be-231

gins. Independent corroboration of this long-term trend towards more pluvial conditions is232
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difficult because few, if any, reconstructions of drought from this region are available that233

use completely independent proxy data from the NADA. However, this trend is apparent in234

more recent regional reconstructions that incorporate additional proxies independent of the235

NADA (Pederson et al. 2012, 2013), and the trend is consistent with independent studies of236

forest dynamics over the last several hundred years (McEwan et al. 2011).237

Three of the regions (SW, CP, SE) show long-term, multi-centennial trends in drought238

frequency or occurrence (Figure 4a), calculated from the 11th to 20th centuries. The number239

of droughts per century has declined significantly (p ≤ 0.01, based on best fit linear least240

squares regression) in the CP and SE, on the order of -2.2 and -1.5 events per century, respec-241

tively. There are also declines in the SW (-1.0 events per century), although this trend is not242

significant (p = 0.11). In step with the declines in drought frequency, mean PDSI has been243

increasing for the same three regions, indicating a trend towards wetter average conditions244

(Figure 4b). The CP shows the strongest trend (+0.10 PDSI per century, p ≤ 0.01), while245

trends in the SW (+0.06 PDSI per century) and SE (+0.04 PDSI per century) are weaker246

and only marginally significant (p ≤ 0.10). Trends in the NW are small and insignificant for247

both drought frequency and mean PDSI.248

The extended periods of drought in the SW, CP, and SE during the MCA (Figure 2)249

may indicate enhanced drought persistence, possibly due to sustained Atlantic or Pacific250

SST forcing (Burgman et al. 2010; Conroy et al. 2009; Feng et al. 2008; Oglesby et al. 2012;251

Seager et al. 2007a, 2008) or land-surface feedbacks (Cook et al. 2013). We calculated the252

autocorrelation function (ACF) for each region separately for the MCA and LIA/MOD pe-253

riods, after first adjusting each PDSI time series to a mean of zero (Figure 5). Of all four254

regions during the MCA, the CP has the largest lag-one persistence (Figure 5b), twice as255

high as the SW, the other region of megadrought activity. Persistence during the MCA in256

the CP remains consistently high and generally significant out to six years, reflecting the257

extended, multi-decadal periods of drought that defined climate in this region during the258

MCA (Figure 2b). The SW has no significant autocorrelation between years 2 and 6, but259
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does have significant autocorrelation at lags of 7 and 8 years, possibly due to the strong260

decadal and cyclic drought variability in this region. Notably, the SE does not have any261

significant persistence during the MCA beyond one year. Drier conditions in the SE dur-262

ing the MCA therefore represent the beginning of a long-term wetting trend, rather than263

a fundamental change in the underlying variability. During the last 500 years, significant264

persistence beyond a lag of one year disappears for all regions, although droughts in the CP265

continue to have the highest lag-one autocorrelation of any region.266

b. Incidence of Pan-Continental Droughts267

The percent of total drought years for each of the five pan-continental drought configurations268

during 1000–2005 CE are indicated in the legend of Figure 6. The single most common269

pan-continental drought pattern over the last thousand years is SW+CP+SE, a pattern270

quite similar to the 2012 drought (see Figure 1). The second most common pattern is271

CP+NW+SE, followed by SW+CP+NW and SW+NW+SE. The incidence of drought in272

all four regions simultaneously is only 5.2% of years. There is substantial centennial scale273

variability in the occurrence of these droughts (Figure 6), especially for the SW+CP+SE274

droughts that are especially prevalent during the exceptionally dry 12th and 13th centuries.275

Only the SW+CP+NW combination shows a small and marginally significant (p ≤ 0.10)276

trend towards decreased occurrence (-0.47 droughts per century) over the course of the277

millennium. For all the pan-continental events, the observed percentages of occurrence278

exceed the 99th percentile from our phase randomized resampling. This strongly suggests279

that pan-continental droughts are unlikely to occur as a random consequence of independent280

regional variability, instead indicating that they are likely triggered by coherent forcing or281

dynamics acting across regions.282

Average recurrence intervals for single region (Figure 7a) and pan-continental (Figure283

7b) droughts increase with the transition from the MCA to LIA/MOD period, consistent284

with other indicators indicating a shift towards wetter conditions in North America. For285
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single region droughts, recurrence intervals range from roughly 2–3 years; for pan-continental286

droughts, the recurrence intervals are all 10 years or more, except for the most common287

pattern, SW+CP+SE, which recurs on average every 7 or 9 years during the MCA and288

LIA/MOD periods, respectively. Four region (SW+CP+NW+SE) droughts are especially289

rare, occurring on average once every 20 years over the last 500 years.290

c. Forcing of Pan-continental Droughts291

Spearman rank correlations (ρ) between the NADA and the climate indices (SOI, PDO,292

AMO) offer strong evidence for the potentially important role of these climate modes in293

forcing regional and pan-continental droughts (Figure 8). Positive values of the SOI have a294

strong association with drought in the SW and southern parts of the CP; the influence of295

the SOI weakens with the transition from winter (Figure 8a) to spring (Figure 8b). Positive296

values of the PDO in winter and spring correlate strongly with drought in the NW and SE297

and pluvial conditions in the SW (Figure 8c,d). The PDO correlation pattern has some298

similarity to the SOI correlation, which is not surprising given that the PDO is negatively299

correlated with the SOI (Newman et al. 2003). It is worth noting, however, that the major300

centers of strong correlation differ between the two correlation modes. Specifically, the PDO301

over western North America includes a NW–SW dipole that the SOI correlation lacks. Cor-302

relations with the AMO (Figure 8e,f) are generally negative and widespread, with strongest303

loadings in the SW, CP, and SE (Figure 8e,f), indicating the tendency for a positive AMO304

(i.e., warm Atlantic SSTs) to favor widespread drought (Kushnir et al. 2010; McCabe et al.305

2004; Nigam et al. 2011).306

The ACFs of the climate indices (Figure 9) offer some clues regarding differences in307

drought variability (Figure 3) and drought persistence (Figure 5) between the SW and CP308

regions. Autocorrelation in the SOI, which loads strongly over the SW (Figure 8a), varies309

between significantly negative (lags at 2 and 7 years) and significantly positive (5 years) val-310

ues, which is an autocorrelation structure typical of oscillatory phenomena. In other words,311
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any SOI forced drought in the SW is likely to be followed by an opposite sign SOI event312

within two years, bringing relatively wet conditions that oppose the initial drought, limiting313

drought persistence. By contrast, the AMO has significant persistence that slowly decays out314

to five years, with little evidence for any strongly oscillatory behavior. Given the apparent315

importance of the AMO for drought in the CP (Figure 8e,f), this suggests that this SST316

pattern may contribute to the exceptional persistence of droughts over the CP (persistence317

in the CP is higher than any of the other three regions, especially during the MCA).318

For the single-region drought composites, 30 to almost 60 drought-event years are avail-319

able during the overlapping time period between the NADA and the climate indices (Table320

1). Composite climate index values for single region droughts are shown in Figure 10; com-321

posites passing the 90th and 95th percentile estimated confidence limits are marked with322

single and double asterisks, respectively. Composited SOI values are significant and positive323

for the SW, showing a stronger winter signal consistent with the correlation map of Figure324

8. PDO composites are positive and significant for droughts in the CP, NW, and the SE325

during DJF. The MAM PDO signal is not significant, and this may be due to the large326

number of drought years in the SE during the 19th century, reflecting the long-term wetting327

trend that is unlikely to be related to any changes in the PDO. The AMO composites show328

significant positive index values for the CP and SE in both the spring and summer, but no329

significant association with SW droughts, despite the strong negative correlation in Figure 8330

and previous research identifying a strong AMO-drought link in this region (McCabe et al.331

2004, 2008).332

Fewer composite years are available for the pan-continental droughts (Table 1), reflect-333

ing their relative scarcity, especially during the instrumental period. Three drought patterns334

appear to have significant climate index composites (Figure 11): SW+CP+SE (+SOI DJF),335

SW+CP+NW (+SOI DJF; +PDO DJF), and CP+NW+SE (+PDO DJF, +PDO MAM;336

+AMO MAM, +AMO JJA). Interestingly, these are the most common pan-continental337

drought patterns to occur in the last thousand years. This suggests that there may be some338
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predictability for these types of pan-continental droughts at leads of one season or more,339

given that the current states of the AMO and PDO can be estimated and the SOI can be340

predicted a few seasons in advance. These teleconnection patterns could also explain the en-341

hanced occurrence of these droughts during the MCA (e.g., the 1100s; Figure 6), consistent342

with previous work suggesting possible SST forcing of megadrought activity (Burgman et al.343

2010; Feng et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2011; Seager et al. 2007a, 2008; Oglesby et al. 2012).344

4. Discussion and Conclusions345

Droughts are one of the most expensive natural disasters to affect the US, causing signifi-346

cant harm to agriculture, human health, and the economy at large (Ross and Lott 2003).347

The 2011 drought, a regional event centered in the Southwest and Southern Plains, cost348

$12 billion and contributed to 95 deaths (NCDC 2011). The impact of the 2012 drought,349

a pan-continental event, was much more severe. During 2012, 80% of the agricultural land350

in the US experienced drought conditions, the largest area in a single year since the 1950s351

(USDA 2013), and corn yields were 26% below expectations (Hoerling et al. 2013). The352

drought also contributed towards making 2012 the third all-time highest record year for353

area burned (NCDC 2013b). Ultimately, the 2012 drought was the second most expensive354

natural disaster of 2012 (after Hurricane Sandy), causing $30 billion dollars in damages and355

123 deaths (NCDC 2013c), underlining the significant stresses and management challenges356

imposed by these pan-continental events.357

Much effort has been devoted to understanding the causes of regional droughts in the358

past (e.g., Coats et al. 2013; Cook et al. 2009; Ellis et al. 2010; Herweijer et al. 2006; Hoer-359

ling et al. 2009; Schubert et al. 2004b) and how they may change with increased greenhouse360

gas forcing in the future (Seager et al. 2007b; Seager and Vecchi 2010; Seager et al. 2013).361

Few studies, however, have focused on the occurrence and variability of multi-region, pan-362

continental droughts. We find that pan-continental droughts have occurred in various flavors363

14



over the last millennium, and that the 2012 drought is similar to the most common type of364

pan-continental drought pattern found in the paleo record (SW+CP+SE). We also find that365

the occurrences of certain pan-continental drought patterns (SW+CP+SE, SW+CP+NW,366

CP+NW+SE) are strongly linked to well-known teleconnections originating from the Pa-367

cific and Atlantic oceans. Teleconnections are therefore capable of influencing the probability368

of occurrence of pan-continental droughts, although any particular event could also be in-369

fluenced by internal atmospheric variability unrelated to ocean conditions. For example,370

Hoerling et al. (2013) concluded that the 2012 drought was made more likely by slowly vary-371

ing SSTs, but that the particulars of the summer 2012 drought in the Plains was strongly372

controlled by seemingly random circulation anomalies. Interestingly, our analyses of the CP373

and SW also found that the MCA megadroughts were generally not synchronous in time374

across these two regions and also exhibited significantly different persistence characteristics.375

This result is not necessarily surprising, given the very different climatologies and drought376

teleconnections associated with each region. Our analysis does indicate, however, that the377

megadroughts in North America should not be viewed as a single, coherent phenomenon af-378

fecting the entire western US, but rather as a superposition of potentially separable regional379

events.380

Understanding the underlying dynamics and predictability of pan-continental droughts381

remains a significant challenge. Interpretations from our teleconnection analysis are limited382

by the relative paucity of pan-continental droughts available from the observational era.383

For example, only 6 SW+CP+NW+SE droughts overlap with the PDO record (Table 1),384

making it difficult to determine whether the full range of climate conditions and telecon-385

nections associated with these droughts are being fully captured. This limitation could be386

potentially addressed through the use of proxy reconstructions of these major teleconnec-387

tion modes (e.g., Cobb et al. 2003, 2013; D’Arrigo et al. 2001; Emile-Geay et al. 2013a,b;388

Gray et al. 2004; Li et al. 2011), allowing for greater temporal overlap with the NADA.389

It is difficult, however, to find reconstructions that are continuous in time, precisely dated390
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enough to allow for comparison with the NADA, and (most critically) based on completely391

independent proxy records. As an alternative, general circulation model simulations, such as392

those organized under the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project version 5 (Taylor et al.393

2012), may provide another opportunity to investigate the dynamics and teleconnections394

driving pan-continental droughts. Nevertheless, the efficacy of these models to address the395

pan-continental drought problem depends crucially on their ability to skillfully reproduce the396

proper teleconnections, feedbacks, and timescales of response (e.g., Coats et al. in review).397

Given the ubiquity of pan-continental droughts over the last millennium, it is likely that398

they will be an important and significant feature of North American hydroclimate in the399

decades and centuries to come, with potential changes in their severity and/or occurrence400

with increased greenhouse gas forcing. Southwestern North America and the Plains, for401

example, are expected to continue drying into the future (Seager et al. 2007b, 2013), with402

greenhouse warming causing both precipitation declines and increased evaporative demand403

in these regions. From a pan-continental perspective, warmer temperatures may be espe-404

cially important, as temperature responses to increased greenhouse gases are likely to be405

more widespread and homogenous than precipitation changes (e.g., Knutti and Sedlacek406

2013). This spatially extensive warming, and the accompanying increase in evaporative de-407

mand, represents a broad forcing that may increase the spatial coherence of droughts across408

regions, increasing the likelihood that multiple regions will experience drought simultane-409

ously and amplifying the impacts to ecosystems, agriculture, and society at large, as was410

seen in 2012. Nevertheless, a complete quantification of the impacts of greenhouse warm-411

ing on pan-continental droughts will require the analysis of climate model simulations that412

can accurately reproduce the underlying dynamics governing drought variability over North413

America.414
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Table 1. The number of single-region and pan-continental drought years (PDSI≤-0.5) in the
NADA available from the overlapping periods with the climate indices from the observational
era. The climate indices are current up through 2012, but the NADA ends in 2005. Total
overlap is 124 years for the SOI, 106 years for the PDO, and 152 years for the AMO.

Single Region Droughts SOI PDO AMO
SW 41 36 57
CP 34 31 53

NW 41 36 52
SE 43 37 59

Pan-Continental Droughts SOI PDO AMO
SW+CP+SE 16 13 23

SW+CP+NW 8 7 12
SW+NW+SE 8 7 11
CP+NW+SE 12 11 17

SW+CP+NW+SE 7 6 9
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Fig. 1. Model-estimated June-July-August (JJA) standardized soil moisture anomalies for
2012, from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) (Fan and van den Dool 2004). Base period
for the standardization was 1948–2012. Analyzed drought regions in this study are outlined
by the black dashed lines. The regions are defined as a) the southwest (SW; 125oW–105oW,
32oN–40oN), b) the central plains (CP; 102oW–92oW, 34oN–46oN), c) the northwest (NW;
125oW–110oW, 42oN–50oN), and d) the southeast (SE; 92oW–75oW, 30oN–39oN).
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Fig. 2. Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) between the regional time series and PDSI at every
grid point in the 0.5o resolution NADA for 1000–2005 CE: SW (a), CP (b), NW (c), SE (d).
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Fig. 3. Area-averaged PDSI from the NADA for the SW (a), CP (b), NW (c), and SE (d)
regions, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Green and brown bars are the original data, and dark
black lines are a smoothed version of the time series using a 10-year LOWESS spline.
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Fig. 4. Drought statistics derived from each of the regional time series: a) number of
drought years (PDSI≤-0.5) per century and b) mean PDSI calculated across all years of
each century.
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Fig. 5. Autocorrelation function (ACF) for each regional PDSI time series for the MCA
(brown solid lines; 1000–1500 CE) and LIA/MOD (green solid lines; 1501–2005 CE) periods:
a) SW, b) CP, c) NW, and d) SE. Significance thresholds (dashed lines) are based on twice
the large-lag standard error of the autocorrelation function. Prior to calculating the ACFs,
all time series were adjusted to a mean of zero to remove the influence of shifts in the average
baseline.
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Fig. 6. Number of pan-continental drought years (PDSI≤-0.5) in each century, calculated
for all possible pan-continental drought patterns. To ensure adequate sampling of events,
drought years were allowed to overlap between the three- and four-region drought categories.
The total percent occurrences of each drought pattern, calculated over the full time period
available (1000–2005 CE), are indicated in the figure legend.
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Fig. 7. Drought recurrence intervals for a) single region and b) pan-continental droughts,
calculated separately for the MCA and LIA/MOD intervals. Note that the ranges of the
y-axes are different in the a and b panels because of the much larger recurrence intervals
associated with the pan-continental droughts.
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Fig. 8. Correlations between grid-point PDSI from the NADA and the teleconnection
indices: Southern Oscillation Index (SOI: a) DJF and b) MAM), Pacific Decadal Oscillation
index (PDO: c) DJF and d) MAM), and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation index (AMO:
e) MAM and f) JJA). For the PDO and AMO, correlations are based on filtered (10-year
LOWESS) PDSI and climate indices.
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Fig. 9. Autocorrelation function (ACF) for each of the three climate indices: a) SOI (1884–
2012), b) PDO (1900–2012), and c) AMO (1854–2012). Significance thresholds (dashed
lines) are based on two times the large-lag standard error of the autocorrelation function.
Brown lines are the function based on the MAM (SOI and PDO) and JJA (AMO) seasonal
average time series; green lines are for DJF (SOI and PDO) and MAM (AMO). Prior to
calculating the ACFs, all time series were adjusted to a mean of zero to remove the influence
of shifts in the average baseline.
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Fig. 10. Composite averages of climate indices during drought years (PDSI≤-0.5) for each
region: a) SOI, b) PDO, and c) AMO. Significant composites, based on the resampling
described in the Methods and Data section, are indicated by single (90th) and double (95th)
asterisks.
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Fig. 11. Same as Figure 9, but for the pan-continental drought patterns.
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